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OVERVIEW 

Climates is the fourth feature-length film of Nuri Bilge Ceylan. While the stories of Small Town (Kasaba) 
and Clouds of May (Mayıs Sıkıntısı) take place in rural geographies, in Distant (Uzak) the story moves to 
the big city, İstanbul. In these films Ceylan have focused on family relationships in small towns and how 
big cities negatively impacts these relationships. Climates is the director’s first film where he focuses on 
relationships between women and men in modern world, specifically in İstanbul. Actually, rural life is the 
common theme of all the director’s films. Even though the narrative takes place in İstanbul, the 
connection to rural life is still there either through characters, through their attitudes and discourses that 
are still influenced by the traditions of rural communities, and through specific locations. 

The film is also the first film that Ceylan has worked with a cinematographer. Until Climates he has been 
the cinematographer and the camera operator of all his films. Again, this film is the first one he shot in 
digital format rather than 35mm. 

CINEMATIC NARRATION 

All Nuri Bilge Ceylan films are exceptional examples of his cinematography. Every single one of his 
scenes, shots and frames is a proof of the power of the optical gaze. Climates is no exception with depth 
of field in the frames, close-ups and long shots, color, location, and the use of nature providing the viewer 
with images that are a joy to watch. In his first films Ceylan has made use of his near family rather than 
professional actors. In this film he shares the leading actor roles with his wife Ebru Ceylan. 

CHARACTERS 

İsa  In his forties. Academician.  
Bahar  In her early thirties. Works in television industry.  
Serap  In her late thirties.  

SYNOPSIS 

İsa and Bahar is going through a rough patch in their relationship. İsa has cheated on Bahar. Bahar is sad, 
hurt and angry because of his infidelity. While İsa tries to contain the situation by making light of it. Together 
they travel to Kaş. They seem to be on holiday yet İsa is busy photographing ancient structures and ruins 
in order to use in his thesis and his classes. While sunbathing and swimming on a beach, İsa proposes to 
break-up with Bahar. Bahar is so crestfallen, he closes İsa’s eyes with her hands while he is driving them 
back on a scooter, causing an accident. İsa sends Bahar to İstanbul on a bus. On his return to the city, he 
cheats on Bahar with Serap again. However, he can neither focus on his thesis nor can he feel happy. He 
gets suspicious that Bahar is in another relationship so he travels to Ağrı, where she has been working on 
the set of a series for a couple of months. After convincing Bahar to give him another chance by saying to 
her that he has changed so much, that he is ready for everything, marriage even, he abandons Bahar 
anyway and goes back to İstanbul. 

There are three seasons in the film: Summer, fall, and winter. The story is over before spring arrives. Spring 
also does not come to the lives and relationships of the characters. The season of hope, rejuvenation, and 
rebirth does not exist in the narrative. Just like İsa leaves Bahar outside of his vision. 

 



THE PLOT 

The names of the parts of the film arranged around scenes or sequences are taken from bits of conversation 
(dialogue) which reflect İsa’s character, his attitudes and beliefs.  

Are you bored? Ancient ruins. Bahar and İsa is sightseeing around an historic city. Bahar is tired and bored. 
İsa is walking among tall pillars, taking photos. Bahar says that she is not bored but she goes up and sits 
on a mound just beside the pillars. İsa foot catches on something and he stumbles. He goes on walking. 
Bahar is watching him. While she has been smiling at his stumble, she then starts to get serious. She 
silently cries. 

Why would you swim at this hour? Bahar is driving and İsa is sleeping on the passenger side. They check 
in to a hotel by the sea. They go to a friend’s house for dinner. Bahar is reserved and tense. She answers 
İsa’s questions brusquely. She proposes to swim. İsa is against it. Tarık’s wife has gone into kitchen to 
make coffee. Bahar starts laughing for no apparent reason. 

Why would you sleep under the sun like that? They swim and sunbathe. Bahar falls asleep. In her dream, 
she sees İsa burying him under the sand and she wakes up in a sweat. İsa criticizes Bahar for sleeping 
under the sun. Bahar gets in the sea. İsa proposes to break-up. In order to convince Bahar he brings forward 
their age difference as a reason. Bahar does not insist and affirms İsa’s idea with forced restrain. While İsa 
talks, he mentions his affair with a woman and derides Bahar for blowing up such “a trivial incident”. 

Are you crazy! They are on their way back on a scooter. İsa is at the front driving the scooter and Bahar is 
at the back. Bahar covers İsa’s eyes with her two hands. İsa panics, loses controls, they swerve off the 
road. İsa is furious. He threatens Bahar with taking her to the cliff and throwing her down. Bahar cries. 

Do you have your sweater? İsa gets Bahar on a bus. He asks her if she took her sweater with her. He says 
that he will call when he gets back to İstanbul. Bahar asks him not to. 

You never call! İsa takes a walk in Beyoğlu after his class in the university. In a bookstore he sees a couple 
that he knows from before. This couple is Serap, the woman İsa is having a secret affair with, and her 
boyfriend Güven. They have a quick chat. İsa reproaches Güven for not calling. Güven invites İsa for a 
drink. İsa declines, saying that he is busy. 

Do you really have to be this hygienic? It’s dark. İsa is waiting in a dark street corner. The woman he met 
earlier at the bookstore arrives at her home in a taxi. She sees İsa. After a short while, İsa goes in the 
woman’s house. Her phone rings incessantly but the woman does not answer. İsa starts eating some 
leftover nuts on the table. He throws one to Serap but the nut falls to the floor. İsa sits at the couch beside 
the woman. He insists on Serap taking the nut from the floor and eating it. Serap refuses and when İsa 
persists she snaps at him. They start making love in a rough manner. İsa limits the woman’s movements. 
While they make love on the wooden floor, İsa takes the nut on the floor that Serap refused to eat and 
forces it into her mouth.  

I don’t like children.  To get his trouser legs shortened, he goes to his parent’s house. His father is home 
too. Her mother asks İsa when he will have children. İsa tries to laugh it off.  

Such a great image. İsa and Mehmet, his office mate at the university play tennis and have a steam bath. 
Mehmet talks about his lover; they are about to get married. He tells the story of how they had an argument 
while having dinner at a restaurant, how his girlfriend shook her index finger at Mehmet’s face, and how he 
left because of this. Imagining this moment, İsa enjoys Mehmet’s story. 

How does he know about it? Studying at home in the evening, İsa’s phone rings. The next scene shows 
İsa arriving at Serap’s house. They drink wine. Serap tells İsa that Bahar is out of town for shooting a series 
and that she heard it from an acquaintance of hers, an architect called Nevzat. İsa is upset and he refuses 
Serap’s sexual advances because he is troubled by this news about Bahar. He returns to his home. While 
he studies, he falls asleep on the desk. 

I’m going someplace hot. Between classes, Mehmet tells İsa that he is timid as a mouse these days 
because he is scared that his girlfriend will break up with him over how he behaved in the restaurant. İsa 
listens with a wry smile. Mehmet asks about his plans during the mid-term break. Mehmet has decided to 



travel to Moscow with his girlfriend. İsa says that he wants to go someplace hot. During this talk he is looking 
at a brochure of a tourism agency. Mehmet leaves for class. Leafing through the brochure, İsa is troubled 
and pensive.  

I have changed so much. İsa travels to Ağrı to see Bahar. He checks in to a hotel. In the morning he goes 
out for tea in a coffeehouse near the hotel where he keeps an eye on the vehicles used by the crew who is 
shooting the series. Bahar comes out. She walks away with a few people. İsa follows after them. Bahar 
sees İsa from the window of the building they entered and goes outside. They have tea at a coffeehouse. 
İsa gives Bahar the music box he bought from a shop in central Ağrı and the photos he has from their 
vacation in Kaş. They talk a while. Bahar is cold and distant. She says goodbye and leaves for the shoot. 
She has left the photos and the music box on the table. İsa goes to the hotel that Bahar is staying at. Bahar 
is crying in the minivan that the crew uses. İsa gets inside and tries to convince Bahar to come back with 
him to İstanbul. He says that he is ready to get married, to make Bahar happy. Bahar asks him if he is still 
seeing Serap. İsa lies. Bahar refuses İsa’s proposal in a cold and decisive manner. 

Look angrier. İsa purchases a plane ticket for his return. He goes to a historical building with a taxi. He 
shoots photos for his thesis. Before going back to the city, he asks the taxi driver to pose for him. The driver 
smiles but İsa asks him to glare. In the background of the photo İshak Pasha Palace can be seen. The look 
in taxi driver’s eyes is a fierce, masculine gaze as if he is about to attack someone in front of him. İsa likes 
this look in his eyes. 

When is the shoot? Late at night, Bahar comes into İsa’s hotel room and sleeps at his bed. İsa cannot sleep 
well and he ponders through the night. In the morning Bahar wakes up in a good mood. She tells Sinan the 
dream she had. When İsa asks her when her shoot begins, Bahar’s smile fades away from her face. 

The plane. Bahar and the crew is working at the set. The noise from the plane flying above them gets into 
the recording. They take a break. Bahar looks at the plane, a tear rolls down her face. 

THEMES 
 
Sexism. Social roles attributed to women and men are one of the most important factors determining the 
attributes of relationships of love and marriage. Socially constructed gender, in other words, learned 
behaviors and forms of thinking, discourses used by people about themselves and everything around them 
engenders hierarchies in relationships. Obviously, in androcentric societies this hierarchy favors males and 
patriarchal discourses. The theme of sexism in İklimler encompasses the entirety of the film with discourses, 
actions, and reactions of supporting characters (Serap, İsa’s colleague) and especially main characters 
(İsa, Bahar). İsa’s pedantic, critical, condescending attitude towards Bahar as if she is a little girl; İsa’s 
dominating and possessive behaviors in his relationship with Serap; his colleague and office mate 
Mehmet’s words about his girlfriend and İsa’s sardonic reactions to them are all instances where the theme 
of sexism is strongly emphasized. Thinking about the characters’ jobs (academician, media worker), their 
education levels (university and higher education), their economic indicators (middle-class), it becomes 
even more striking how sexism is part and parcel of daily life. The main character of the film İsa is an 
irritating character with his sexism in addition to his many annoying qualities. This unhappy, flawed 
character who has trouble maintaining relationships is so emphatically sexist in his discourses and 
behaviors that it becomes impossible to identify or sympathize with him. 

Apathy. Apathy can be explained as being indifferent, lacking interest, empathy or anxiety. Some 
sociologists describe apathy as a social disease. Being indifferent towards people’s unhappiness, the 
injustices they are subjected to, the wide-spread economic inequality, and even the needs and hopes of 
those closest to us prevent us from forming meaningful relationships. That is exactly who İsa is. He has lost 
the trust of Bahar but he blames her for blowing his infidelity out of proportion. While Bahar is struggling to 
deal with feelings of insecurity and the pain of being cheated on İsa does not care about her situation, he 
even gets bored of it. A couple of scenes towards the end of the film reveal the extent of İsa’s apathy: Bahar 
comes to İsa’s hotel after the day’s shooting is over. In the morning she tells him about her dream and 
seems happy. İsa acts as if he did not realize that Bahar has come back to get back with him. Bahar’s smile 
disappears. Even though just one day ago İsa has told Bahar that he is ready for everything and he has 
invited Bahar to go back to İstanbul together. After Bahar goes back to work İsa rents a taxi and goes to 
sightsee a historical building as if Bahar’s return, her happiness, and her breaking heart means nothing to 



him.  He is so indifferent towards the woman that he was ready to get married with and her feelings that he 
makes the taxi driver pose in front of the historic structure. Even for a short time, his attention is entirely 
somewhere else. Just like in his relationship with Serap. 

Lack of affection. The most palpable emotion that is felt throughout the film is boredom, İsa’s detachment. 
Aside from this there are no emotions that is normally expected from a relationship such as love, affection, 
joy, passion, or admiration. Bahar cries a few times. Bahar’s character is feeling sad, depressed, angry 
even though she sometimes tries to hide them. And İsa gets angry for that one time during the scooter 
accident. One of the jarring points of the film is İsa’s lack of affection towards Bahar. His attitude is 
considerably distant, even cold. İsa is unable to feel, love or he represses his feelings. Such detachment in 
the character reinforces the theme of sexism. Since in patriarchal societies revealing emotions is a sign of 
weakness in men. Therefore, the field of emotions is attributed to women, albeit condescendingly. İsa looks 
down on Bahar’s feelings too. When İsa sees Bahar crying in the minivan of the crew set, all he can do is 
ask: “Why are you crying?” Even though he had come to Ağrı to profess his love to Bahar, to say to her that 
he is ready to be with her no matter what. Yet, he does not reveal his emotions. Instead he talks about 
himself yet again: “I have changed so much…” 

Healing sex. Both İsa and Serap cheat on their lovers when they have intercourse. The relationship between 
them is based on sex and has nothing to do with love or intimacy. All they do is try to heal the emptiness, 
the boredom, the pointlessness of their loves by filling it with sexual intercourse. But its unclear how much 
happiness they find in their actions. As if they are trying to find the meaning they have never been able to 
find in these fleeting moments of pleasure while looking down on each other. The names of the characters 
have associations with this theme. Serap means mirage, a visual illusion when a distant object appears to 
be reflected on the surface of water. Ceylan, meaning gazelle in Turkish, is an allusion to Tabitha who was 
been resurrected, which implies a miracle. The ephemerality of the relationship, the impossibility of 
happiness in this relationship is emphasized with these character names. 

CHARACTER ANALYSIS 

İsa  In his forties. An academician in the field of architecture. İsa is an indifferent character who seems 
to lack emotions. He appears to have embraced the conservative and sexist attitudes and discourses of 
the patriarchal society.  

Indifferent   . İsa appears impervious to other people’s worries and trouble. When Bahar cries he repeats 
obligatory platitudes and he acts as if he is comforting an acquaintance.  

When he comes across Serap and his boyfriend Güven at the bookstore, he is so collected that he does 
not betray one hint that he has a relationship with Serap. This demonstrates that he is not only indifferent 
toward his relationship but toward the values in other people’s relationships. 

Unemotional.    When Bahar causes an accident by covering İsa’s eyes while he is driving a scooter, instead 
of thinking how Bahar feels or the part the played in the situation, he pushes her toward the cliff’s edge.  

Having dinner in their friend’s house, Bahar starts to laughing out of anger. İsa never attempts to soothe 
her or shows any kind of emotional support.  

In Ağrı, Bahar comes into İsa’s room to sleep. She wakes up happy. As if they have never broken up, she 
makes conversation, talks about the dream she had. Apparently, she was touched by İsa’s words: “I have 
changed so much… I’m ready for anything… quit your job and let’s go back to İstanbul together” and she 
has decided to make up with him. Acting as if he does not notice anything, İsa asks Bahar when her shoot 
begins in an emotionless manner. He has not slept at night, thought about it and he has chosen to forget 
all his promises. 

Sexist.    İsa is a character who looks down on women and who likes to humiliate them. He acts toward 
Bahar as if she is a little kid rather than his lover and a person who is equal to him. At the dinner in their 
friends’ house, Bahar proposes to swim. The air is cold. Their host tells them that they would get cold. İsa 
says, in a parental attitude, “Why would you swim at this hour?”. Bahar is also an adult and she is aware of 
the time. He has the same attitude when Bahar sleeps while she sunbathes. Rather than waking her so 
that she does not get sunstruck, he makes surly remarks like: “Why would you sleep under the sun like 



that” and lectures her. He goes on acting parentally when he asks “Do you have your sweater?” while he 
sends Bahar off to İstanbul. In these instances, the age difference between them clearly plays a role. But 
in the end, Bahar is definitely not a little girl. 

In the night of their encounter in the bookstore, İsa goes to Serap’s apartment. They have rough sex. 
However, this scene is crafted in a way filled with moments that sometimes imply that İsa is raping Serap. 
İsa completely dominates Serap physically. He makes her submit without allowing her to embrace or even 
touch him. He rips off her clothes. Soon after he forces the nut that fell on the floor into Serap’s mouth. He 
finalizes his physical control with psychological dominance. 

Bahar     Bahar is in her early thirties. She is an emotional, vulnerable character. 

Vulnerable.    She works as part of the set crews of television series. That is why she frequently leaves 
İstanbul for out of town shoots, sometimes working for months in another city. In Bahar’s absence, İsa has 
had an affair with Serap and when Bahar learns it their relationship gets strained. Bahar does not break up 
with İsa. But her heart is still broken. Sometimes she cries. When she gets angry at İsa’s behaviors, rather 
than talking with him she laughs instead. The incident with the scooter shows how hurt she is by İsa’s 
betrayal and how she is unable to cope with İsa’s emotionless, indifferent attitude. 

Emotional.    When İsa comes to Ağrı and finds Bahar, she is taken with the things he says. She is not over 
him yet. That is why even though she does not believe that İsa did not get together with Serap during her 
stay in Ağrı, she goes to İsa’s hotel at night and stays with him. Even though she knows that he is not going 
to change, she is overcome by her emotions. 

Serap     In her late thirties. We know so little about Serap. She has a boyfriend and a secret affair 
with İsa. From her visits to exhibitions and the circles she inhabits it can be surmised that she has friends 
from the media industry, from the art and academy circles. Her sexual encounters with İsa in spite of her 
ongoing relationship and her behavior during these encounters demonstrate that she is a thrill-seeking, 
unfaithful, and submissive character. 

Unfaithful.    Serap has had sex with İsa while her lover was out of town. Their affair, which seems like a 
one-night stand at first, goes on because of their proclivity to satiate their lack of emotion through sex. 
When İsa goes to her apartment the night of their encounter at the bookstore, Serap does not refuse him. 

Later when she finds another opportunity, he calls İsa and invites him. When İsa comes and sits on the 
couch beside her, she tries to seduce her with sexual advances. Their relationship is about pleasure and 
excitement rather than emotional intimacy. 

Submissive.    During their sexual intercourse with İsa, for a brief moment Serap attempts to satisfy her 
desires but submits against İsa’s physical powers and his domination. In other words, she retreats from the 
battlefield. The crucial moment in this scene, the moment which reveals Serap’s submissiveness, is the 
moment when İsa forces the nut on the floor that she does not want to eat because it is dirty. Apparently, 
she is not bothered by all this because later she calls İsa and invites him back. 

 

 

Bahar’s reaction to İsa breaking-up with her. 



 

 

In the hotel room, İsa’s troubled night. 

     

 Bahar and İsa, a relationship that cannot go on. 

 

Serap. 

 

Bahar, in a set in Ağrı. At that same moment, İsa is flying to İstanbul on the plane above. 


